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ABSTRACT
Graph mining tasks, which focus on extracting structural
information from subgraphs, are gaining increasing atten-
tion recently. While the performance of recent systems—
Arabesque, RStream, AutoMine, GraphZero, Pangolin and
Peregrine—have been improved significantly over time, e.g.,
Peregrine can be up to 1317× and 2016× faster than Arabesque
and RStream, all current systems treat each pattern to be
mined as a whole. Since the computation cost could increase
rapidly as the pattern size grows, the key obstacle is the size
of patterns a system can handle, e.g., Automine fails to mine
all 6-motif patterns within one week on a small graph with
7k vertices. To overcome the challenge, this paper takes a
drastically different approach focusing on reducing pattern
size.
We present DwarvesGraph, the first graph mining system
based on pattern decomposition, which first decomposes the
target pattern into several sub-patterns, and then computes
the count of each. The results of the target pattern can
be calculated using the sub-pattern counts with very low
additional cost. Although decomposition-based algorithms
have been studied for years, this paper addresses several key
system challenges. Specifically, we propose: 1) an efficient
search method to jointly determine the decomposition of all
concrete patterns of an application, considering the com-
putation cost and cross-pattern computation reuse; 2) the
partial symmetry breaking technique to eliminate redundant
enumeration for each sub-pattern while preserving equiva-
lence of computation semantics; and 3) a decomposition-
centric programming model with efficient supports for pat-
tern existence query and advanced graph mining applica-
tions such as FSM. Our extensive experiments show that
DwarvesGraph is orders of magnitude faster than all ex-
isting state-of-the-art systems and capable of mining large
patterns that none of them can handle.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Graph processing, which attempts to extract the underly-
ing unstructured information of the massive graph data, has
attracted significant attention in the recent decade [13, 38,
43, 46]. The graph processing workloads can be categorized
into two classes [45]—graph computation and graph mining.
Typical examples of the graph computation problems in-
clude PageRank [6], BFS, SSSP, etc. These workloads are it-
erative: in each iteration, every vertex updates its own state
according to the states of its neighbors. The computation is
typically lightweight, leading to the low ratio between com-
putation and data movement time. As a result, graph com-
putation systems [3, 9, 11, 17, 18, 29, 30, 41, 42, 44, 52] mainly
focus on improving memory access locality, hiding communi-
cation latency, and/or reducing load imbalance. In contrast,
graph mining applications are computation-intensive [10,20,
21, 33, 45, 48]. The goal of graph mining is to find all em-
beddings that match specific patterns. The tasks are more
challenging since the number of embeddings could be large.
For example, in WikiVote, a small graph with merely 7k
vertices, the number of vertex-induced 5-chain embeddings
can reach 71 billion.
Different from the vertex/edge-centric model—think like a
vertex (TLV) [11,17,29,30,35,44,52]—in graph computation
systems, it is natural to take an embedding-centric compu-
tation model, i.e., think like an embedding (TLE) [45]. Cur-
rent graph mining systems mainly adopt two approaches 1.
They differ in how candidate embeddings are generated.
The first approach is based on exhaustive check and is used
by the first distributed graph mining system Arabesque [45].
The system by default automatically enumerates all possible
embedding candidates up to the pattern size oblivious to the
specific patterns. The users can provide a filter function
to check whether the current enumerated embedding indeed
matches the pattern; and a process function to count the
matched embeddings. For applications that need to identify
1In this paper, we focus on precise graph mining applica-
tions, therefore we do not consider the systems for approxi-
mate graph mining, e.g., ASAP [20].
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multiple patterns, Arabesque can optionally perform an iso-
morphism check step to classify the identified embeddings
of target patterns into several classes.
Fundamentally, the exhaustive check approach starts with
all potential patterns and relies on the filter function to
remove the infeasible ones—inherently leads to significant
wasted work. To mitigate this problem, the system can ex-
ecute filter functions after each step. However, at an inter-
mediate step, the information is not always enough to filter
out an embedding early. Thus, the filtering must be conser-
vative to ensure correctness, leaving significant wasted work
untouched. A unique problem for graph mining systems is
the redundant work due to symmetry [19, 21, 32, 39] due to
the enumeration of the same embedding multiple times in
different ways. In Arabesque [45], this is avoided by canon-
ical checking, which is also important for a second reason:
since the system stores all partial embeddings during explo-
ration, it is crucial not to store the same embedding more
than once.
The drawbacks of exhaustive check motivate the second
approach based on pattern enumeration, which specifically
constructs the embeddings that satisfy the pattern. This ap-
proach naturally avoids checking infeasible embeddings and
does not incur wasted work during exploration. It is adopted
by more recent systems, i.e., AutoMine [33], GraphZero [32]
and Peregrine [21], which achieved significant speedups over
Arabesque. Note that these systems still suffer from redun-
dant work due to symmetry. If the redundant work is not
eliminated, not only that the same pattern may be counted
multiple times, the system also needs to adjust the counts
with multiplicity to ensure correctness. It is clearly desir-
able to eliminate the redundant work, which is achieved in
GraphZero [32] and Peregrine [21] by symmetric breaking.
RStream [48] is the first single-machine graph mining sys-
tem using an approach in the middle of exhaustive check
and pattern enumeration. It allows users to express pat-
terns using relational algebra, which is implemented by a
runtime engine efficiently with tuple streaming—a critical
technique to achieve high performance of a disk-based sys-
tem. The system treats explored embeddings as a relational
table and the pattern construction is implemented by join-
ing the embedding table with the edge table. However, this
is not exactly pattern enumeration because the join oper-
ation does not specify the connectivity between the newly
appended vertices with all the vertices that have already
been matched. Thus, the filter matching is still needed to
filter out such vertices not satisfying the connectivity con-
dition.
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Figure 1: Chain/clique counting on the EmailEuCore graph
with various pattern size.
While the performance of graph mining systems has been
improved significantly over a few years, all existing systems
consider each given pattern as a whole [12, 21, 32, 33, 39, 45,
48, 51]. Empirically, the embedding enumeration cost can
increase rapidly as the pattern size grows. As an exam-
ple, we run the enumeration-based chain/clique counting
applications with various pattern sizes using our own Au-
tomine [33] implementation2 on the EmailEuCore [26, 50]
graph, and present the results in Figure 1. We can see that
the runtime increases drastically with pattern size. Enumer-
ating all 6-chain embeddings is 19, 260× costly compared
with the 3-chain enumeration.
To overcome this challenge, we take a completely differ-
ent approach aiming at reducing pattern size. Specifically,
we leverage the graph mining algorithms based on pattern
decomposition [2, 36, 38]. The key idea of this method is to
decompose a target pattern into several smaller sub-patterns
and then compute the count of each. The results of the tar-
get pattern can be calculated using the sub-pattern counts
with very low additional cost. With smaller sub-patterns,
the decomposition-based algorithms have the potential to
achieve drastic speedups. While these algorithms have been
studied [2, 31, 34, 36], they are always designed for specific
patterns and cannot be directly used in building a general
graph mining system. As an example, the PGD (Parallel Pa-
rameterized Graphlet Decomposition) algorithm [2], which
calculates the count of all size-4 patterns by only enumer-
ating a fraction of size-3 and size-4 subgraphs, only focuses
on size-4 patterns.
Building a graph mining system with pattern decomposi-
tion poses at least four unique challenges. First, the algo-
rithm search space is huge. Typically, a pattern specification
corresponds to multiple concrete patterns, e.g., 112 patterns
for 6-motif and 823 patterns for 7-motif counting. For each
concrete pattern, we not only need to consider the compu-
tation cost with different decomposition and intra-pattern
computation reuse, but also the computation reuse across all
concrete patterns. It means that the mining of sub-patterns
for different concrete patterns can be fused together and
thus, the decomposition of all concrete patterns needs to
be decided jointly. The search space will be exponential
with respect to the number of concrete patterns. Second, to
search the vast algorithm implementation space, we need to
be able to quickly evaluate the performance of each instance
accurately with low overhead. The theoretical complexity
analysis [2, 36] in algorithm literature focusing on specific
patterns cannot apply. Third, to ensure correctness, pat-
tern decomposition is not compatible with symmetry break-
ing, the key performance-enhancing technique used in recent
systems [21, 32] based on pattern-enumeration. Finally, the
current algorithms based on pattern decomposition are de-
signed for the pattern counting problems—not quite enough
for a general graph mining system. It is unknown how to
support pattern existence query and advanced graph min-
ing tasks such as frequent subgraphs mining (FSM) [7] with
pattern decomposition.
In this paper, we present DwarvesGraph, the first graph
mining system based on pattern decomposition. To evalu-
ate the performance of each candidate of algorithm imple-
mentation, we build an accurate performance model based
on approximate graph mining [20]. To perform efficient joint
search of decomposition across all concrete patterns, we pro-
pose an iterative optimization method based on circulant
2Automine is not open-sourced.
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tuning. While not guaranteed to find the global optimal, this
method achieves much better performance than traditional
optimization algorithms, e.g., genetic algorithm. Moreover,
we propose a novel partial symmetry breaking method that
can eliminate redundant work within sub-patterns. Finally,
we design a set of decomposition-centric APIs to provide
efficient supports for pattern existence query and advanced
graph mining applications like FSM.
Our experiments show that DwarvesGraph can be up to
740× and 715× faster than Automine [33] and Peregrine [21],
respectively. Most importantly, DwarvesGraph could suc-
cessfully mine large patterns that none of the existing sys-
tems can handle. For example, our Automine implementa-
tion fails to mine all 6-motif patterns within one week on a
small graph with 7k vertices. By contrast, DwarvesGraph
can finish the same task in 3840 seconds on a median-size
graph with 3.8M vertices.
2. GRAPH MINING AND RELATED TECH-
NIQUES
2.1 Graph and Graph Mining Problems
A graph G is represented by its vertices set V and edges
set E, i.e., G = (V,E). E is an subset of V × V and
(u, v) ∈ E if and only if u and v is connected by an edge. The
vertices and edges can have labels, which can be described as
a mapping fL : V
⋃
E → L. fL(v) = l indicates that the la-
bel of vertex v is l. For two graphs g = (Vg, Eg), G = (V,E)
such that Vg ⊆ V,Eg ⊆ E, g is an edge-induced subgraph
of G. If g satisfies that {(u, v)|u, v ∈ Vg, (u, v) ∈ E} = Eg,
then g is a vertex-induced subgraph (or induced subgraph) of
G. For example, the 3-chain subgraph ((0, 1), (1, 3)) of
the input graph shown in Figure 2 is vertex-induced while
((0, 1), (0, 2)) is not since the later misses the edge (1, 2).
1 2
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Figure 2: A graph mining example.
Two graphs G0 = (V0, E0) and G1 = (V1, E1) are iso-
morphic if and only if there exists a one-to-one mapping
f : V0 → V1 such that (u, v) ∈ E0 ⇐⇒ (f(u), f(v)) ∈ E1.
It is not hard to prove that graph isomorphism is an equiva-
lent relation. Thus, given any set of graphs, we can divide it
into several non-overlapped isomorphism classes, such that
any two graphs in the same class is isomorphic with each
other.
Graph mining tasks take a large graph as the input, enu-
merate all its subgraphs that are isomorphic with a given
pattern graph, and process them to gather some informa-
tion. The subgraphs isomorphic with the pattern are called
the embeddings. Figure 2 shows a graph mining example.
((0, 1), (1, 2), (0, 2)) and ((3, 1), (1, 2), (3, 2)) are two embed-
dings in the input graph that are isomorphic with the pat-
tern. In most applications such as motif-counting and clique
mining, only the count of embeddings is needed. However,
DwarvesGraph is general enough to support more advanced
graph mining workloads such as FSM (frequent subgraph
mining).
Depending on whether the subgraphs enumerated are re-
quired to be vertex-induced, the graph mining applications
could be divided into two categories. Vertex-induced ap-
plications like motif counting only consider vertex-induced
subgraphs, while edge-induced algorithms like FSM take all
edge-induced embeddings into account. For a given pattern,
the numbers of edge-induced and vertex-induced embed-
dings are called its edge-induced and vertex-induced counts,
respectively. In Figure 3, the vertex-induced count of the
3-chain pattern on the input graph in Figure 2 is 2; while
the edge-induced count is 8. There are only two vertex-
induced 3-chain embeddings, which are ((0, 1), (1, 3)) and
((0, 2), (2, 3)).
Figure 3: A 3-chain pattern.
Although highly efficient, decomposition-based pattern count-
ing can only calculate the edge-induced count [36]. Fortu-
nately, the vertex-induced count of one pattern could be ob-
tained with negligible overhead if the edge-induced counts of
one or several patterns with the same size are known [15,36,
38]. For example, the vertex-induced 3-chain count equals
the edge-induced count of 3-chain subtracted by three times
the edge-induced triangle count. In Figure 2, the edge-
induced counts of triangle and 3-chain are 2 and 8, re-
spectively. Hence, the vertex-induced count of 3-chain is
8− 3× 2 = 2.
Nevertheless, the lack of native support for vertex-induced
patterns in the decomposition-based methods leads to a po-
tential performance issue. To obtain the vertex-induced
count of one pattern, the edge-induced counts of multiple
patterns may be needed, which could incur even more com-
putation cost than directly enumerating all vertex-induced
embeddings. Addressing this problem requires the system to
accurately assess the cost of these graph mining algorithms,
which we will discuss in detail later in Section 3.2. Once
the system realizes that calculating the edge-induced counts
of multiple patterns using decomposition-based algorithm is
more expensive, it will “fall back” to the enumeration-based
method to prevent performance degeneration.
In DwarvesGraph, we adopt a vertex-set-based method
similar to Automine [33] with a minor modification to sup-
port edge-induced embedding enumeration. More specifi-
cally, we remove all vertex-set subtraction operations in the
0
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Figure 4: A symmetric pattern.
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Automine. An example for vertex-induced/edge-induced 3-
chain enumerating is shown in Figure 5. We remove the
”−N(v1)” operation in the vertex-induced counting algo-
rithm to obtain its edge-induced counterpart. Unless other-
wise specified, the embedding in the following sections always
refers to edge-induced embedding.
2.2 Symmetric Breaking
Figure 5: Enumerating vertex-induced and edge-induced 3-
chain embeddings.
The purpose of symmetry breaking is to prevent an em-
bedding from enumerated multiple times [19, 21, 32]. It
can be achieved by enforcing restrictions on the vertices
IDs of the embeddings. Figure 4 shows an example. If a
subgraph (v0,v1,v2,v3) matches vertex (0,1,2,3) in the pat-
tern, then (v2,v1,v0,v3), (v2,v3,v0,v1), (v0, v3, v2, v1) can also
match these pattern vertices. As a result, the same embed-
ding will be enumerated for 4 times in the pattern matching
process. To avoid such redundancy, we can pose restrictions
on vertex IDs, e.g., v0 < v2 and v1 < v3. After that, only one
of the four possible matchings will be preserved. For a gen-
eral pattern, the generation of such restrictions on the vertex
IDs is well-studied and could be done by finding equivalent
vertices according to the pattern automorphisms. This re-
strictions generation method [19] is used in Peregrine [21]
and GraphZero [32] to perform symmetry breaking.
2.3 Computation Reuse
For graph mining applications with multiple patterns, the
enumeration for different patterns may have common com-
putations. It is possible to schedule these computations to-
gether such that they are reused [33]. For example, in Fig-
ure 6 (a), the first three loops of the enumeration process
of edge-induced 4-cliques and tailed-triangles are the same.
The system can merge these loops to make the correspond-
ing computation shared by the two patterns. Although the
idea of computation reuse is simple and powerful, it intro-
duces extra complexity in our algorithm searching engine—
the runtime of the application is no longer simply the sum of
the runtime of all patterns. The algorithm searching engine
has to search the joint algorithm space determined by all
patterns.
2.4 Mining with Pattern Decomposition
We introduce the decomposition-based pattern counting
algorithm [36, 38]. To provide the intuition, the algorithm
is explained with an example using relational algebra as a
mathematical tool. The enumeration is still performed by
the vertex-set-based method similar to Automine [33].
A pattern decomposition of p = (Vp, Ep) is determined by
the vertex cutting set VC , defined as a subset of Vp, of which
the removal breaks p into K connected components [36]3.
These connected components can merge with VC to produce
K sub-patterns. For example, cutting set VC = {0, 1, 2}
breaks the pattern p in Figure 8 into two connected com-
ponents {3} and {4}, and produce the sub-patterns p1 and
p2.
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Figure 7: An example input
graph.
An embedding of a pat-
tern p = (Vp, Ep) can be
represented by a |Vp|-tuple
(v0,v1,v2,...,|Vp| − 1), where
vi is the vertex in the em-
bedding that matches ver-
tex i in the pattern graph.
For instance, (a,b,c,f,d) rep-
resents an embedding of
the pattern in Figure 8 on
the input graph in Fig-
ure 7. Due to multiplicity,
each unique embedding cor-
responds to M (M ≥ 1) tuples, which are symmetric with
each other, e.g., tuples (a,b,c,f,d) and (b,a,c,d,f) represent
the same embedding. For a given pattern p and an input
graph G, we organize all such tuples in a table called the
embedding table.
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Figure 8: Pattern Decomposition.
Let us de-
note the em-
bedding ta-
bles of the K
sub-patterns as
T1,T2,...,TK , a
table TK+1 that
includes all em-
beddings of
the original
pattern p can
be produced by relational joining all these tables using the
columns associated with the cutting set VC as keys. Fig-
ure 9 shows an example for the sub-patterns p1,p2 in Fig-
ure 8 on the input graph in Figure 7. The first three
columns v0,v1,v2 corresponding to the cutting set vertices
are used as the key of the relational join. The table T3
produced by the join contains all embeddings of p and its
size could be calculated given T1 and T2. Let us denote
Mi(v0,v1,v2) as the number of tuples with prefix (v0,v1,v2) in
Ti, the size of T3 is
∑
(v0,v1,v2)
M1(v0, v1, v2)M2(v0, v1, v2)=
M1(a, b, g)M2(a, b, g)+M1(a, b, c)M2(a, b, c)+M1(b, a, g)
M2(b, a, g)+M1(b, a, c)+M2(b, a, c)=2·2+2·2+2·2+2·2=16.
Generally, the size of TK+1 could be obtained by enumer-
ating the vertices matching VC and accumulating the corre-
sponding M1M2 · · ·MK .
3Since the cutting set does not exist in a clique pattern,
clique counting cannot benefits from the pattern decompo-
sition method. However, comparing to the other patterns of
the same size, clique counting is always very fast and thus
would not become the bottleneck.
4
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Figure 6: An inter-pattern computation sharing example.
While T3 contains all embedding tuples matching p, a
close look also reveals that it also contains some not match-
ing p, e.g., (a,b,g,c,c), which should be excluded. The key
observation is that they have duplicated elements, e.g., c
in (a,b,g,c,c), which can be also specified as a pattern—p′
in Figure 8—known as a shrinkage pattern [36]. It is gen-
erated by shrinking at least two vertices in p belonging to
different sub-patterns. In Figure 8, merging vertices 3 and
4 can produce a p′ while merging 3 and 1 cannot since they
belong to the same sub-pattern p1. Calculating the num-
ber of all shrinkage patterns amounts to combinatorics and
can be found in [36], which also proves that all embed-
ding tuples in TK+1 not matching the original pattern p are
one-to-one mapped to the embedding tuples of the shrink-
age patterns. Therefore, the embedding table size of p can
be obtained by subtracting the number of embedding tu-
ples of all shrinkage patterns from the size of TK+1. In
our example, there are four embedding tuples of the only
p′, which are (a,b,c,g),(a,b,g,c),(b,a,c,g),(b,a,g,c). Thus, the
number of embedding tuples of p is 16-4=12, indicating that
its edge-induced embedding count is 12/2=6. Here, 2 is the
multiplicity of p.
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Figure 9: Using the embedding tables of subpatterns (Fig-
ure 8) to recover the embedding table of the original pattern.
Although small pattern sizes lead to reduced computation
cost, the pattern decomposition does not guarantee the re-
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Figure 10: Overall Architecture of DwarvesGraph
duction of the total runtime of mining the original target
patterns. First, the combined number of enumerated sub-
patterns may be increased, although we have not observed
such an example. Second, some sub-patterns after the de-
composition may be very frequent, and the cost of enumerat-
ing such frequent sub-patterns is higher. The key insight is
that the computation cost is not only related to pattern size
but also related to the pattern structure, e.g., with the same
pattern size, chain counting is much more costly than clique
counting. To reduce runtime, the pattern decomposition
needs to be carefully determined to avoid very costly pat-
terns to enumerate. We do observe a case where one of the
sub-patterns for a size-5 pattern is the very frequent 4-loop.
It also explains the importance of the cost model, which
can estimate the runtimes of different pattern decomposition
choices so that we can avoid these sub-patterns. Thanks to
the cost model and space search, DwarvesGraph can achieve
great speedups for most patterns, except the above size-5
pattern, which only has one decomposition method involv-
ing 4-loop.
3. DwarvesGraph OVERVIEW
3.1 Overall System Architecture
The overall architecture of DwarvesGraph is shown in Fig-
ure 10. The system is highly modularized and consists of two
major components, a compiler used to generate high perfor-
mance C++ implementations for graph mining applications
specified by DwarvesGraph APIs, and a lightweight runtime.
The APIs are discussed in details in Section 4. The compiler
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is separated into three layers. User-defined applications are
passed to the first layer via DwarvesGraph APIs. Then the
algorithm-generation engine in the first layer systematically
generates candidate algorithms, the most efficient of which
are selected and passed to the next layer. The second inter-
mediate layer aims to optimize the algorithm generated by
the first layer. It consists of two significant optimizations:
the partial symmetry breaking and the computation shar-
ing. The third layer is the compiler back-end. It takes an
optimized algorithm as input and generates its correspond-
ing C++ implementation.
3.2 Approximate-mining Based Cost Model
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Figure 11: The performance on the reference graph and real-
world datasets are strongly correlated.
To efficiently evaluate the performance of the generated
algorithms, a cost model is necessary to avoid the time-
consuming execution of algorithms on real datasets. We
are not the first to realize this requirement—Automine also
adopts a cost model to select efficient pattern matching
schedules [33]. It assumes that the algorithm runs on a
random graph with n vertices, where every two vertices are
connected with a probability p. However, this assumption
is over-simplified and leads to inaccuracies when the pat-
tern size is large. Let us consider a clique-counting exam-
ple shown in Figure 12. By the random graph assump-
tion, the number of iterations of the 1-st, 2-nd, 3-rd, ...,
k-th loops are n, np, np2, ..., npk−1, respectively. Thus,
the innermost counter increment statement would be exe-
cuted n × np × np2 . . . npk−1 = nkp(k−1)k/2 times. With
k = 5, the statement “cnt ← cnt + 1” should be executed
n5p10 times. Then, we consider a real-world dataset Patents,
which has n = 3.8M vertices, and the average degree is
8.76. The corresponding p = 8.76/3.8M ≈ 2.30× 10−6, and
the counting statement should be executed for n5 × p10 ≈
(3.8 × 106)5 × (2.30 × 10−6)10 ≈ 3.28 × 10−24. However,
Patent has about 3M 5-cliques and “cnt ← cnt + 1” is ac-
tually executed for 3M × 5! = 360M times.
To provide more precise performance estimation, we pro-
pose a novel cost model based on approximate graph mining.
The cost model is built upon two key observations.
Figure 12: Couting k-clique
First, the algorithm performance on a small-size synthe-
sized graph generated by the RMAT generator [8], which we
call the reference graph, can well reflect its computational
cost on the other datasets. Hence, estimating the runtime of
any given algorithm on the reference graph can accurately
evaluate its performance. To verify the idea, we randomly
generated 128 5-motif algorithms by choosing different cut-
ting sets and evaluated their performances on the reference
graph and two real-world datasets (WikiVote and Patents).
We use only one computation thread to avoid noise caused
by multi-thread task scheduling. The reference graph has
10K vertices and 160K edges, and we use default values for
the other RMAT parameters. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 11. The x-axis and y-axis are the runtimes on the refer-
ence graph and the real-world datasets, respectively. Every
data point corresponds to the performance of a 5-motif al-
gorithm. The experiment shows that the performance on
the reference graph and real-world networks are strongly
correlated, and the correlation coefficient could be as high
as 0.99. Admittedly, some non-scale-free real-world datasets
may not be represented by our RMAT synthesized graph. In
this case, the users are required to provide their own smaller
reference graph to capture the graph model.
Second, the number of iterations of each loop in the pat-
tern matching process on the reference graph can be effi-
ciently estimated by approximate graph mining methods.
Note that in the vertex-set-based embedding enumeration
process, for any certain loop, every iteration corresponds to
a match of a sub-pattern. For example, every iteration of
the v2 loop (line 3) in Figure 12 corresponds to a match
of the triangle pattern, a sub-pattern of k-clique (k ≥ 3).
Hence, the total number of iterations of the v2 loop equals
the number of triangle matches, which is six times the num-
ber of triangles in the input graph. In the same way, by
estimating the number of matches of the corresponding sub-
pattern using approximate graph mining methods, we are
able to obtain the number of iterations of each loop. We
adopt the neighbour sampling method in ASAP [20], an
advanced approximate graph mining system, with a minor
modification—we extend the sampled subgraph by vertex
rather than by edge. Figure 13 shows the approximate tri-
angle counting algorithm. The subgraph sampling process is
executed for NumSamples times. For each sampling, three
adjacent vertices v0, v1, v2 are sampled first and then checked
to determine whether a triangle is formed. If so, the sam-
pling will contribute |V (G)|·|N(v0)|·|N(v1)|/NumSamples/6
to the estimated count. Theoretical analysis [20] shows that
the estimation can converge to the actual count with a suf-
ficiently large NumSamples. In practice, we find out that
a moderate NumSamples, i.e., 32768, works well.
Figure 13: Approximate triangle counting.
Based on the two insights, we can implement an efficient
and accurate cost model. Before the code generation phase,
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we adopt a pre-processing step to estimate the counts of all
potentially needed patterns on the reference graph. These
counts are stored in a hash table whose keys are the adjacent
matrices of the patterns. The pre-processing is lightweight.
For example, generating all approximate counts needed by
the 6-motif application only takes 3.81 seconds using one sin-
gle thread. Every time the cost model is invoked, it queries
the hash table to obtain the estimated number of iterations
of each loop and, thus, calculates the cost.
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Figure 14: Cost model of AutoMine (left) and Dwarves-
Graph (right).
To evaluate our cost model, we randomly generated 128 6-
motif algorithms with different cutting sets, estimated their
costs using our cost model and the Automine method, and
compared them with the actual single-thread runtimes on
the CiteSeer graph. The results are presented in Figure 14.
Our method significantly improves the correlation coefficient
r between the actual runtimes and the estimated costs by
34%. Also, note that the algorithm with the lowest cost pre-
dicted by our model performs almost as well as the fastest
actual runtime. In contrast, the least costly algorithm se-
lected by the Automine method takes roughly 2.4 seconds,
which is obviously slower than the best actual runtime time
(less than 2.0 seconds).
3.3 Efficient Decomposition Space Search
For a given pattern, we can obtain all possible cutting
sets by enumerating all subset of Vp and check whether they
can break the pattern into multiple connected components.
The complexity is O(2|Vp|)—feasible since the pattern size
is always not large. For applications with multiple concrete
patterns such as 4-motif, due to computation reuse across
patterns, we need to jointly search the decomposition space
of all concrete patterns with extremely large search space.
For an application with n concrete patterns, each of which
has m cutting sets, the size of joint algorithm space is mn.
To address this challenge, we propose a searching algo-
rithm based on circulant tuning shown in Algorithm 15. We
compare it with four baseline searching algorithms: separate
tuning, independent sampling, simulated annealing, and ge-
netic algorithms. In separate tuning, the selected cutting
set of each pattern is tuned separately. In independent sam-
pling, we randomly sample N cutting set selections inde-
pendently and select the one with the lowest estimated cost.
In circulant tuning algorithm, the cutting sets are stored
in UsedCuttingSets. UsedCuttingSets[i] is the cutting set
used to decomposed the i-th pattern. The initial cutting-set
selection can be randomly selected, or the results produced
by other algorithms such as separate tuning. Then we tune
the cutting set selection of each pattern in a circulant man-
ner. We firstly tune pattern 1, then pattern 2, ...,pattern N ,
pattern 1, ..., until the algorithm converges. Here, N is the
Figure 15: Searching cutting sets via circulant tuning.
number of patterns that are counted jointly. For example,
in 4-motif counting, N is 6. In reality, we observed that this
algorithm always converges. The cost-searching time curves
for 5-motif and 6-motif are shown in Figure 16. The reason
why the algorithm searching takes a long time is that the
compiler’s speed is not our major focus, and we use Python
to develop it for convenience. Note that in both these two
applications, the algorithm found by the circulant tuning
has the lowest cost. For 5-motif, simulated annealing can
also find this minimum cost but takes 26× longer time.
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Figure 16: Comparing cutting set searching algorithms.
(Left: 5-motif, right: 6-motif)
3.4 Partial Symmetry Breaking
The correctness of pattern decomposition based method
prevents symmetry breaking in sub-patterns. Consider p1
and p2 in Figure 8, we can choose restriction “v2 < v1”
for p1 and “v0 < v2” for p2 to eliminate the multiplicity of
2, e.g., the tuple (a,b,g,f) and (a,g,b,f) in T1 refers to the
same embedding. Then, the relational join of T1 and T2 be-
comes empty, as shown in Figure 17. Clearly, it violates the
property that T3 includes all embeddings of p. We face a de-
limma: while pattern decomposition may drastically reduce
the complexity of computation, we lose the the benefits of
symmetric breaking. To recover the performance gain, we
propose partial symmetry breaking that is compatible with
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Figure 17: Symmetric breaking incompatible with pattern
decomposition.
pattern decomposition. Also, the normal symmetry break-
ing can be considered as a special case.
We use the pattern p1 in Figure 8 to illustrate the insight.
Inside this sub-pattern, v0, v1 and v2 forms a triangle, of
which the multiplicity is 6. The correctness of pattern de-
composition requires that the same triangle be counted for
six times. Our key idea is to identify the partial symmetry
for this triangle but compensate additional computation to
preserve the same set of operations as no symmetry break-
ing. Specifically, if we only match the triangle once, we
should compensate the “non-symmetry” computations that
follows for several times, depending on the multiplicity of
the partial symmetry pattern. In our example, the multi-
plicity is 6, so we not only need to perform the computations
after the first embedding of the triangle, e.g., (v0,v1,v2),
but also the computations after the other five: (v0,v2,v1),
(v1,v0,v2),... etc.
The partial symmetry breaking is a general form of the full
symmetry breaking used in recent systems such as GraphZero [32],
and Peregrine [21], where the compensation codes are not
needed. The idea is not only applicable to the sub-patterns
in decomposition-based algorithms, but can be also used in
current systems whenever full symmetry breaking is not pos-
sible. Due to space limit, we do not study this aspect and
leave it as future work.
For every algorithm generated by the compiler front-end,
the system tries to find some k (1 ≤ k ≤ |Vp|) such that
the first k loops of the algorithm form the enumeration pro-
cess of some partial symmetry pattern psymmetry. If such k
exists, the system adds the corresponding partial symmetry
breaking restrictions and duplicate the inner loops for M−1
times, where M is the multiplicity of psymmetry. Afterward,
the modified algorithm is passed to the cost model, and if
the performance gain is more than a threshold, i.e., 1%, the
optimization is applied.
4. DwarvesGraph PROGRAMMING MODEL
DwarvesGraph APIs. The APIs are shown in Figure 18.
There are two high-level APIs, get patterns counts and
get patterns supports, which aims to calculate the pattern
counts and the minimum image-based supports [7] (used in
FSM), respectively. We also provide five low-level decomp-
osition-centric user-defined functions to express customized
graph mining applications. The cutting set filter func-
tion is used to filter out some unwanted cutting sets. The
conceptual behavior of the other four functions is specified
in Algorithm 1. The system first enumerates all vertices
tuples that match the cutting set. For each such tuple ec
and each sub-pattern sp, DwarvesGraph enumerates the em-
beddings e that extend ec and match sp, and generates a
digest to summarize these embeddings. The digest gen-
eration is controlled by update digest. These generated
digests are further processed by process digests. After-
wards, DwarvesGraph enumerates the embeddings e extend-
ing ec and matching each sub-pattern sp again, and pro-
cesses them using the function process subpattern embedding.
The key insight here is that by passing the digests to the
embedding processing function, the system is aware of the
summarized information of the embeddings matching other
sub-patterns. In this way, it may reconstruct some informa-
tion about the original pattern, such as determining whether
the sub-pattern embedding can be extended to an embed-
ding of the original pattern. Next we show how the APIs
are used in three scenarios.
Algorithm 1 DwarvesGraph Workflow
1: for all EmbeddingTuple ec matching the cutting set do
2: digests← {}
3: for all SubPattern sp do
4: digest← init digest value
5: for all e extending ec and matching sp do
6: digest← update digest(sp, e, digest)
7: end for
8: digests[sp.get subpattern id()]← digest
9: end for
10: process digests(digests)
11: for all SubPattern sp do
12: for all e extending ec and matching sp do
13: process subpattern embedding(sp, e, digests)
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for
17: for all ShrinkagePattern sp do
18: for all EmbeddingTuple e matching sp do
19: process shrinkage embedding(sp, e)
20: end for
21: end for
1 # High -level APIs
2 List <int > get_patterns_counts(List <Pattern > patterns , Graph graph)
3 List <int > get_patterns_supports(List <Pattern > patterns , Graph graph)
4 # Low -level decomposition -centric APIs (user -defined functions)
5 bool cutting_set_filter(Pattern p, CuttingSet cs)
6 DigestType update_digest(SubPattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et, DigestType
digest)
7 void process_digests(List <DigestType > digests)
8 void process_subpattern_embedding(SubPattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et,
9 List <DigestType > digests)
10 void process_shrinkage_embedding(ShrinkagePattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et)
Figure 18: DwarvesGraph APIs
Pattern counting. It can be expressed in Figure 19. We
pose no restriction on the cutting sets, and the digest is the
number of embeddings of each sub-pattern (the M1, M2,
..., MK we discussed previously). M1 ·M2 · · ·Mk is accu-
mulated in process digests to calculate the size of TK+1.
The process shrinkage embedding function subtracts the
number of shrinkage pattern embeddings from TK+1’s size
to produce the pattern count.
1 DigestType = int , init_digest_value = 0
2 def cutting_set_filter(Pattern p, CuttingSet cs):
3 return True
4 def update_digest(SubPattern sp , EmbeddingTuple et , DigestType digest):
5 return digest + 1
6 def process_digests(List <DigestType > digests):
7 cnt_inc = 1
8 for digest in digests:
9 cnt_inc *= digest
10 pattern_count += cnt_inc
11 def process_subpattern_embedding(SubPattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et,
12 List <DigestType > digests):
13 pass
14 def process_shrinkage_embedding(ShrinkagePattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et):
15 pattern_count -= 1
Figure 19: Pattern counting.
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Patter existence query [21]. It aims to determine whether
the embedding of a pattern p exists in the input graph. For
simplicity, we only consider the cutting set with size |Vp|−2,
where |Vp| is the number of vertices in p. In this case, the
pattern p is decomposed into two sub-patterns p1 and p2,
each with size |Vp| − 1. Consider a vertices tuple ec match-
ing the cutting set, if we can find two embeddings e1 and
e2 extending ec matching p1 and p2, respectively, we can
construct an embedding e matching p as long as the vertices
in e1 and e2 are not exactly the same. For the example
in Figure 7 and 8, with e1=(a,b,c,f) and e2=(a,b,c,d), the
embedding e=(a,b,c,f,d) of p could be constructed. Also,
obviously, if e matching p exists, such e1 and e2 can always
be found. Hence, the existence of e is equivalent with the
existence of e1 and e2. Note that e1 and e2 share |Vp| − 2
vertices since they extend the same ec. Hence, each of them
only has one potentially unique vertex that does not belong
to the corresponding ec. For our previous example, such ver-
tices are the “f” in e1=(a,b,c,f) and the “d” in e2=(a,b,c,d).
So, when a e1 (or e2) is enumerated, it should check two con-
ditions: (1) whether the e2 (or e1) of another sub-pattern
sharing the same ec exists; (2) whether the only vertex in
e2 (or e1) outside ec is different with that in e1 (or e2).
If both conditions are satisfied, e1 and e2 is combined to
produce e, and the query application terminates with a pos-
itive outcome. We express this algorithm with our APIs in
Figure 20. We specify the the restriction of allowing only
cutting sets with size |Vp| − 2 in cutting set filter func-
tion. The DigestType is defined as a 2-tuple. The first
element is the number of embeddings of the sub-pattern,
while the second is the vertex outside the cutting set of any
enumerated embedding. For each sub-pattern embedding
e1 (or e2) processed by process subpattern embedding, it
first checks whether the number of embeddings e2 (or e1) of
another sub-pattern is no less than 2. If so, conditions (1)
and (2) are both satisfied and an embedding of the original
pattern is found. If there is only one e2 (or e1) exists, the
second element in the digest is used to determine whether
e1 6= e2. If so, conditions (1) and (2) are also true, and the
application terminates with an embedding of p found.
1 DigestType = tuple <int , int >, init_digest_value = (0,None)
2 def cutting_set_filter(Pattern p, CuttingSet cs):
3 return cs.size() == p.size() - 2
4 def update_digest(SubPattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et , DigestType digest):
5 pair <int ,int > updated_digest
6 updated_digest.first = digest.first + 1
7 updated_digest.second = et.get_non_cutting_set_vertex ()
8 return updated_digest
9 def process_digests(List <DigestType > digests):
10 pass
11 def process_subpattern_embedding(SubPattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et,
12 List <DigestType > digests):
13 the_other_subpattern_id = get_the_other_subpattern_id(sp)
14 the_other_digest = digests[the_other_subpattern_id]
15 vtx = et.get_non_cutting_set_vertex ()
16 if (the_other_digest.first >= 2 or
17 (the_other_digest.first == 1 and the_other_digest.second != vtx
)):
18 found_pattern = True
19 terminate ()
20 def process_shrinkage_embedding(ShrinkagePattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et):
21 pass
Figure 20: Pattern existence query.
1 # ... the same as the pattern existence query application
2 def process_subpattern_embedding(SubPattern sp, EmbeddingTuple et,
3 List <DigestType > digests):
4 # ... the same as the pattern existence query application
5 if (the_other_digest.first >= 2
6 or (the_other_digest.first == 1 and the_other_digest.second !=
vtx)):
7 for v in sp.vertices ():
8 u = et.get_matched_vertex(v)
9 domain[v].add(u)
Figure 21: Domain maintainance.
Frequent subgraphps mining (FSM) [7]. Here, main-
taining the pattern domain is a critical functionality.
1 2
0
3-Chain 
Pattern
0
1 2
3
Input graph
Figure 22: A pattern domain
example.
It is defined as the set of ver-
tices in the input graph that
map to a given vertex in the
pattern [21]. For example,
in Figure 22, there are two
3-chain embeddings (0,1,2)
and (1,3,0). Thus, the ver-
tex 0 in the pattern can map
to the vertex 0 and 1 in the
input graph. By the defini-
tion, the domain of the pat-
tern vertex 0 is {0,1}. With a minor modification to the
pattern existence query in Figure 20, we can maintain the
pattern domain as shown in Figure 21. For every enumer-
ated sub-pattern embedding e1 (or e2), we check whether
there exists another embedding e2 (or e1) of the other sub-
pattern such that e1 6= e2. If so, e1 (or e2) must be a
sub-embedding of some certain embedding e matching the
original pattern. Hence, all vertices in e1 (or e2) should be
added to the corresponding pattern vertex’s domain. With
the support to domain maintainance, the pattern support [7]
can be easily calculated [21], and thus FSM is supported in
DwarvesGraph.
5. EXPERIMENTS
The compiler of DwarvesGraph approximately has 7k lines
of Python code, and the runtime consists of about 1.5k lines
of C++ code. DwarvesGraph supports graphs with ver-
tex labels. To enumerate embeddings for a labeled pattern,
we replace all N(vi) in Figure 5 to their labeled version
N(vi, li). Here, li is the label of the i-th pattern vertex,
and N(v, l) represents all neighbors of v with label l. To
support efficient access of N(v, l), we modify the underly-
ing CSR graph representation so that, the neighbors of the
same vertex with the same label are stored continuously in
the CSR neighbor list.
5.1 Evaluation Methodology
System Configuration. We conducted our experiments
on an 8-node cluster. Each node is equipped with two 8-core
Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs (hyperthreading disabled) and
64GB DRAM. The OS is CentOS 7.4. All single-machine
experiments are conducted on one node with an additional
2TB NVMe SSD. The experiments of Arabesque use the
whole cluster. The C++ compiler used to compile Dwarves-
Graph, Automine, and RStream is GCC 4.8.5. We use GCC-
9 to compile Peregrine and Pangolin since they require a
higher GCC version. The compiler optimization level is O3.
Unless otherwise specified, the reported runtime is the aver-
age of three independent runs, which exclude graph loading
time.
Graph Mining Applications. We adopt the following
three popular graph mining applications to evaluate Dwarves-
Graph. Motif Counting (MC) [37] aims at counting all con-
nected vertex-induced patterns with a particular size. Fre-
quent Subgraph Mining (FSM) [1, 7, 14, 22] is aimed to dis-
cover all frequent labeled patterns in an input graph. A pat-
tern is frequent if its support is no less than some pre-defined
threshold. We use the minimum image-based support met-
ric [7] similar to previous systems [21, 33, 45, 48]. Pseudo
Clique Mining (PC) [47] counts the vertex-induced pseudo
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clique patterns of a given size. A pattern is a pseudo clique
if the number of its edges is no less than n(n− 1)/2− k, in
which n is the number of vertices in the pattern, and k is
a pre-defined parameter. Hence, all pseudo cliques with n
vertices can be obtained by deleting at most k edges from
an n-clique. In our experiments, we choose k = 1.
Graph Abbr. #Vertices #Edges #Labels
CiteSeer [5, 16,40] cs 3.3K 4.5K 6
EmailEuCore [26,50] ee 1.0K 16.1K 42
WikiVote [24] wk 7.1K 100.8K N/A
MiCo [14] mc 96.6K 1.1M 29
Patents [25] pt 3.8M 16.5M N/A
Labeled-Patents [25] lpt 2.7M 14.0M 37
LiveJournal [4, 28] lj 4.8M 42.9M N/A
Friendster [49] fr 65.6M 1.8B N/A
RMAT-100M [8] rmat 100M 1.6B N/A
Table 1: Graph Datasets [27]
Graph Datasets. We use nine graph datasets shown in
Table 1. The largest dataset is Friendster with roughly 1.8
billion edges. The RMAT-100M graph is synthesized by
the RMAT generator [8, 23], with 100 million vertices and
1.6 billion edges. Patents dataset has two versions. The
labeled version (Labeled-Patents) is only used in FSM. We
preprocessed all datasets to delete duplicated edges and self-
loops.
In-house Automine Implementation. Since Automine
is not publicly available, we built our own Automine im-
plementation for comparison. All optimization techniques
mentioned in [33] are implemented. We compare the perfor-
mance of our implementation with the Automine runtimes
reported by Mawhirter et al. in their GraphZero paper [32].
We choose the Automine runtime results in the GraphZero
paper instead of the original Automine paper [33] since the
machine used in the former is more similar to ours (both
with 16 cores and 64GB RAM). The comparison is shown
in Table 2. Our implementation is faster in almost all cases
except for the 4-motif counting on the LiveJournal graph.
The performance improvement over the original Automine
may be attributed to our more efficient implementation of
some key operations, e.g., set intersection. These results in-
dicate that we can indeed use our own implementation as a
good reference.
5.2 Overall Performance
App Graph Our Impl. Original Impl.
3-MC
wk 27.3ms 34.5ms
mc 161ms 230ms
pt 0.9s 1.9s
lj 9.0s 13.4s
4-MC
wk 7.0s 11.5s
mc 31.7s 45.2s
pt 24.3s 82.1s
lj 457m 367m
5-MC
wk 4345s 5300s
mc 2.91h 5.56h
pt 54m 117m
Table 2: In-house Automine vs. Automine runtime in [32]
The experiment results comparing DwarvesGraph with
our in-house Automine [33] implementation, RStream [48],
and Arabesque [45] are shown in Table 4. In both k-MC and
k-PC, k refers to the pattern size. In FSM, we limit the max-
imal number of vertices in the discovered labeled patterns to
be 3. The support thresholds are 300 and 3000. Since FSM
requires the input graph to be labeled, we only evaluate
it on CiteSeer, EmailEuCore, Labeled-Patents, and MiCo.
We do not run the Pseudo-Clique Counting experiments for
RStream and Arabesque since they do not provide the corre-
sponding reference implementations. Table 4 shows that our
system outperforms the baseline systems in almost all cases,
and the speedup over Automine, RStream, and Arabesque
can be up to 739.64×, 242,877.47×, and 51,315.00×, respec-
tively. DwarvesGraph is able to mine all size-6 motifs within
2 hours on the Patents graph with more than 10 million
edges. To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous
general-purpose systems can handle the motif mining appli-
cations at this scale.
App. G Dwarves Peregrine Pangolin
3-MC
cs 0.4ms 5.8ms 5.0ms
pt 0.3s 1.4s 1.4s
mc 50ms 60ms 280ms
4-MC
cs 1.6ms 21.2ms 15.3ms
pt 1.7s 11.2s 329.5s
mc 1.4s 5.3s 242.7s
5-MC
cs 11.3ms 41.7ms 688.3ms
pt 36.9s 513.6s C
mc 110.9s 5,635.1s C
6-MC
cs 0.2s 0.8s 14.9s
pt 3,839.7s T C
FSM-100
mc
14.0s C C
FSM-300 9.6s C C
FSM-1K 2.5s 1,782.2s C
FSM-3K 0.5s 189.3s C
FSM-1K
lpt
1,511.5s T C
FSM-10K 71.4s 34,403.6s C
FSM-20K 9.0s 4,781.0s 333.3s
FSM-25K 2.7s 1,353.3s 126.5s
Table 3: Comparing DwarvesGraph with Peregrine and Pan-
golin.
For MC and PC, we observe that, on the same graph,
for larger pattern size, DwarvesGraph can achieve higher
speedup over Automine and RStream in most cases. Com-
pared to Arabesque, the speedup is very high when the pat-
tern size is small, when the pattern size is larger, the startup
overhead is amortized. Thus, the speedup over Arabesque
decreases.
For FSM, the performance of DwarvesGraph and Au-
tomine on the Labeled-Patents and the EmailEuCore graphs
is similar. On the Labeled-Patents graph, the number of
candidates labeled patterns is much larger than that of the
other datasets. Hence, the overhead (like clearing the data
structure storing the domains) for processing every pattern
is larger and becomes the bottleneck of the system. Recall
that pattern decomposition only improves the graph enu-
meration process, and as a result, the performance of Au-
tomine and DwarvesGraph is very close. The EmailEuCore
dataset is a tiny graph, and thus almost all labeled patterns
are filtered away even with a relatively low support thresh-
old, i.e., 300. Hence, only trivial startup computation over-
head is left, leading to a similar performance of Automine
and DwarvesGraph.
We also compare DwarvesGraph with Peregrine [21] and
Pangolin [10], two state-of-the-art graph mining systems re-
leased recently. We run the three systems for motif counting
and FSM on the CiteSeer, Patents, and MiCo datasets. We
do not run the workloads on all datasets as in Table 4 due
to space limit. Similar to the Peregrine paper, we only dis-
cover the frequent patterns with no more than three edges in
FSM. As shown in Table 3, our system is consistently faster
than Peregrine and Pangolin and achieves up to 715.37×
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App. G Dwarves AutomineInHouse RStream Arabesque
3
-M
C
cs 0.4ms 0.2ms (0.5x) 142ms (354x) 10.1s (25,238x)
ee 2.9ms 7.3ms (2.5x) 21.0s (7,243x) 10.2s (3,513x)
wk 8.7ms 27.3ms (3.1x) 17.9m (123,614x) 12.1s (1,386x)
pt 325ms 931ms (2.9x) 104.1m (19,204x) 96.4s (296x)
mc 50ms 161ms (3.2x) 144.8m (173,809x) 21.1s (422x)
lj 2.8s 9.0s (3.2x) T 24.3m (515x)
4
-M
C
cs 1.6ms 4.8ms (3.0x) 3.7s (2,323x) 9.9s (6,161x)
ee 32.7ms 920ms (28x) 132.4m (242,877x) 19.1s (583x)
wk 76.0ms 7.0s (92x) T 402.2s (5,293x)
pt 1.7s 24.3s (15x) T 68.3m (2,459x)
mc 1.4s 31.7s (23x) T 42.8m (1,883x)
lj 37.0s 456.5m (740x) T C
5
-M
C
cs 11.3ms 332ms (29x) 146.4s (12,958x) 11.4s (1,005x)
ee 941ms 104.8s (111x) T 19.4m (1,238x)
wk 6.3s 72.4m (686x) T C
pt 36.9s 53.9m (88x) T C
mc 110.9s 174.6m (95x) T C
lj 131.1m T T C
6
-M
C
cs 222ms 35.9s (162x) 108.7m (29,416x) 48.7s (220x)
ee 224.1s 259.0m (69x) T C
wk 63.5m T T C
pt 64.0m T T C
7
-P
C
cs 0.3ms 0.5ms (1.7x)
ee 719ms 67.1s (93x)
wk 735ms 90.8s (24x)
pt 499ms 15.7s (31x)
8
-P
C
cs 0.3ms 0.5ms (1.7x)
ee 1.3s 433.1s (322x)
wk 1.2s 463.0s (387x)
pt 582ms 86.2s (148x)
F
S
M
-3
0
0 cs 0.2ms 0.3ms (1.5x) 522ms (2,609x) 10.3s (51,315x)
ee 0.2ms 0.2ms (1.0x) 3.6s (18,090x) 9.6s (48,235x)
lpt 20.8s 20.3s (0.98x) 4,713.5s (226x) C
mc 308ms 441ms (1.4x) 149.1m (29,013x) C
F
S
M
-3
K cs 0.6ms 0.6ms (1.0x) 77.9ms (130x) 9.6s (15,931x)
ee 0.2ms 0.2ms (1.0x) 210ms (1,049x) 9.8s (48,985x)
lpt 18.6s 18.1s (0.98x) 89.0m (287x) C
mc 124ms 300ms (2.4x) 141.9m (68,813x) 157.9s (1,276x)
Table 4: Comparing DwarvesGraph with Automine (our im-
plementation), RStream, and Arabesque. T: Timeouts after
12 hours. C: Crashed due to memory/disk space shortage.
and 197.83× speedup (29.29× and 30.70× on average4), re-
spectively. Note that Peregine is faster than our Automine
implementation for most motif counting applications, prim-
itively thanks to its support for full symmetry breaking.
Pangolin ran out of memory and crashed for many bench-
marks that DwarvesGraph and Peregrine can handle due to
its memory-demanding BFS exploration. We do not com-
pare with Fractal [12] since it is already significantly slower
than Peregrine and Pangolin.
5.3 Partial Symmetry Breaking
As shown in Figure 23, we conduct experiments to ana-
lyze the piecewise contribution of symmetry breaking and
pattern decomposition in DwarvesGraph. We run all size-5
patterns (edge-induced) except for the 5-clique (represented
by p0-p19) on the Patents graph with different optimiza-
tion level enabled, i.e., the “Baseline” version without pat-
tern decomposition or symmetry breaking, the “+SB” ver-
sion with only full symmetry breaking, the “+DECOM”
version with only pattern decomposition, and the “+DE-
COM+PSB” version with both pattern decomposition and
partial symmetry breaking. In the figure, the x-axis repre-
sents different size-5 patterns and the log-scale y-axis is the
runtime. We observe that the symmetry breaking signif-
icantly improves the performance without pattern decom-
position. With pattern decomposition enabled, some pat-
terns (e.g., p6) may not benefit from it at all. It is because
the present of the cutting set eliminates many symmetry in
the sub-patterns. The “+DECOM+PSB” outperforms the
4All average speedups mentioned in this paper are ge-
omeans.
other versions in almost all cases while the version “+DE-
COM” is worse than “+SB” for several patterns. It con-
firms the necessity of the partial symmetry breaking in a
decomposition-based system. p10 is the only pattern for
which ”+DECOM” is worse than ”Baseline”. The pattern is
decomposed into a very frequent pattern 4-loop and another
relatively rare one. As a result, with pattern decomposition,
all embeddings of 4-loop should be enumerated. Such costly
comprehensive enumeration is not necessary when directly
enumerating the original pattern. It is because the system
can enumerate the rare pattern embeddings first and then
extend them to the embeddings of the whole pattern.
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Figure 23: Partial symmetry breaking and decomposition.
5.4 Scaling to Larger Graphs and Patterns
Graph #Vertices #Edges App. Runtime (s)
Friendster 65.6M 1.8B
4-Motif 4,338
4-Chain 431
RMAT-100M 100M 1.6B
4-Motif 6,275
4-Chain 409
Table 5: Experiments on larger graphs
To demonstrate DwarvesGraph’s ability to handle mas-
sive datasets, we run 4-motif mining and 4-chain counting
(edge-induced) on Friendster and RMAT-100M, both with
more than one billion edges. The runtimes are reported in
Table 5. 4-chain counting on both graphs finished within
several minutes. More impressively, DwarvesGraph success-
fully counted all 4-motif patterns on Friendster and RMAT-
100M within 4338 and 6275 seconds, respectively. As far as
we know, none of the previous papers on exact graph min-
ing systems have published 4-motif results on graphs at this
scale.
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Figure 24: The performance of DwarvesGraph for larger
patterns. k-CHM refers to k-chain mining (edge-induced).
We use the chain counting applications (edge-induced) to
evaluate the scalability of DwarvesGraph to larger patterns.
k-chain mining aims to count the number of chain embed-
dings with k vertices. We keep increasing the pattern size
until the application cannot be finished within a reasonable
time, i.e., 24 hours. The maximal k we can reach on ee,
wk, and pt graphs are 8, 7, 7, respectively. Note that the
chain mining applications are very computationally expen-
sive. As an example, the number of edge-induced 7-chain
embeddings on the pt graph is 1,775 trillion, making it al-
most infeasible for any enumeration-based system to handle.
For a “hypothetical” system that can process one embedding
per nanosecond, it still takes roughly 500 hours.
5.5 FSM with Various Support Thresholds
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Figure 25: 3-FSM and 4-FSM results (MiCo graph).
The support threshold is a key parameter in FSM. To
analyze the performance of DwarvesGraph under different
threshold settings, we run it along with our in-house Au-
tomine for both 3-FSM and 4-FSM on the MiCo graph with
various support thresholds ranging from 30 to 30k. Here,
the k in the k-FSM refers to the maximum pattern size, i.e.,
the number of vertices. The results are shown in Figure 25.
We see that DwarvesGraph is consistently faster than Au-
tomine in all settings, and the speedup for 4-FSM is larger.
It is consistent with our previous observation that larger
pattern leads to larger speedup. Also, the runtimes of both
Automine and DwarvesGraph decrease as the thresholds in-
crease. It is because, with a larger threshold, more patterns
are filtered away, and thus the workload is reduced.
5.6 Scalability
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Figure 26: Scalability.
The multi-threading scalability of DwarvesGraph is shown
in Figure 26. It shows that DwarvesGraph achieves al-
most linear scalability. For example, the single-thread and
16-thread runtimes of DwarvesGraph for 4-Motif on MiCo
are 21.17 seconds and 1.37 seconds, respectively. It in-
dicates that the speedup achieved by using 16 threads is
21.17/1.37=15.45.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper presents DwarvesGraph, the first graph min-
ing system based on pattern decomposition, which first de-
composes the target pattern into several sub-patterns, and
then computes the count of each. The results of the tar-
get pattern can be calculated using the sub-pattern counts
with very low additional cost. We address several key system
challenges: 1) an efficient search method to jointly determine
the decomposition of all concrete patterns of an application,
considering the computation cost and cross-pattern compu-
tation reuse; 2) the partial symmetry breaking technique
to eliminate redundant enumeration for each sub-pattern
while preserving equivalence of computation semantics; and
3) a decomposition-centric programming model with effi-
cient supports for pattern existence query and advanced
graph mining applications such as FSM. Our extensive ex-
periments show that DwarvesGraph is orders of magnitude
faster than all existing state-of-the-art systems and capable
of mining large patterns that none of them can handle.
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